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Abstract-The design and implementation of fusion systems 

working in real conditions requires functional and performance 

specification, analysis of information input and contextual 

domain, and development of testing and validation tools. This 

paper presents a fusion system recently developed to operate 

with EW and ISR sensors on-board of patrol aircraft, which 

must be fused with information from other collaborative entities 

and intelligence in databases. The paper describes the overall 

organization of the system developed, modules and the data flow. 

The characterization of data sources and core algorithms for 

data alignment, uncertainty representation and fusion 

management are detailed and validated in realistic situations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Airbus Military develops Airborne Mission systems since 
more than twenty years ago and its Fully Integrated Tactical 
System (FITS) is currently operating in more than fifty 
aircrafts like C-2 12, CN-235, C-295 and P-3, focused mainly 
on Maritime Surveillance, Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 
and Signals Intelligence (SIGINT). FITS is an airborne 
surveillance and tactical integration system that allows tactical 
crew to receive, manipulate and view in real time tactical data 
from a wide variety of sensors (Radar, ESMIELINT, 
COMINT, Acoustic, Electro-optic, Data Links, etc) and 
navigation information from a variety of aircraft systems. 

Figure 1. Fully Integrated Tactical System 

The Multifunctional Consoles (MFCs) are the principal 
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) of the system. The consoles 
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allow controlling the integrated mission sensors, displaying the 
information generated by them as well as composing the 
tactical situation depiction or performing computations. This 
results in an enhancement of situation awareness that facilitates 
decision making and improves the operational efficiency of the 
mission, turning the FITS in a complete and powerful 
Command and Control (C2) System. 

Nowadays sensors are more and more powerful and 
Tactical Systems function is not only able to display and 
collect this information but also prioritize and fuse data from 
different sources in order to create a Global situation or Order 
of Battle (OB, description of all entities detected in the area of 
interest covered by mission). By means of a set of automatic 
algorithms and the use of Intelligence Libraries, Data Fusion 
System (DFS) provides FITS operators with an enhanced 
information in real time what reduces to the maximum extent 
the operator workload and minimizes human errors when 
interacting with the system. 

This paper presents a system-level description of the 
recently developed Data Fusion Systems working with FITS 
data to improve the operator situation awareness. The paper 
reviews the functional requirements, global approach to design 
the fusion processes and some details about the key algorithms. 
Section II presents the architecture and main components of 
DFS, section III describes the inputs and basic operations 
before the fusion processes described in section IV. Section V 
describes the simulation and analysis utilities, illustrated with 
an example for analysis, and section VI concludes the paper. 

I. ARCHITECTURE 

The general structure of Data Fusion system is sketched in 
figure 2, including the available information sources and 
expected functions (detailed below). 

A. Correlation 

This subsystem is intended to compare the EW (electronic 
warfare) sources and decide if they correspond to the same 
emitter. It is based on signal parameters, available categories 
and spatial analysis of detections. As result, it provides the 
combined tracks (CESMO, Coorperative Electronic Support 
Measures Operations), representing the estimation obtained 
after fusion of several correlated EW tracks, including the 
fused location and signal parameters. 
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corresponding to different sources (both internal sensors and 
each cooperative entity providing data through the tactical 
link). Then, these source tracks are combined at two levels: 
those coming from electronic war sensors (EW tracks) are 
combined to form the CESMO tracks, each one referred to a 
single emitter detected by several EW sensors, and platforms, 
when different types of sensors detect the same target (a 
CESMO can be a component of a platform). DFS will update 
periodically its internal state by processing the input (Stracks). 
In each fusion cycle, the local tracks are updated (copied using 
the track identification), and then the fusion processes are 
performed to update the CESMO tracks and platforms. 

The approached fusion problem has been segmented in 
layers. These layers are coupled, meaning that decisions at 
higher levels are greatly influenced by those at lower layers. 
However, the most common scenarios do not pose a big data 
association challenge: simple strategies usually deliver the 
optimal result. On the other hand, errors are commonly caused 
by sensor inputs that are either incomplete or faulty. 

The preferred implementation consists on a greedy strategy 
with periodic revisions of fusion decisions. In a first step, the 
locally best decision is assumed. A periodic fusion 
management process acts over the resulting configuration, 
taking care of the following cases: 

• Amending decisions that were right in the past but
are no longer legal with current evidences. For
example, extracting incompatible components from
high level entities can result in deleting those entities.

• Merging high level (composed) entities when they
have compatible components.

• Splitting high level entities into two or more entities
(also composed)

• Reconfiguring the components of pairs of high level
entities ( component transference) when this improves
the global quality of the fusion.

With this approach, we avoid the potential complexity of 
keeping a hypothesis tree representing all the combinations that 
could explain the data received in a certain scenario. Results 
are correct in all the tested scenarios, with just a few temporal 
errors that are corrected within the next sensor update (or at 
most in the next 2 cycles). 

IV. ILLUSTRA TTVE ANALYSTS SCENARIO 

A. Simultion of SIGINT inputs 

Airbus Military has developed a complete testing system 
in the laboratory that includes scenario and signals generation, 
stimulation and monitoring in order to perform a complete 
validation of SW releases before being installed and tested in 
aircrafts. Figure 8 illustrates the available equipment, at the 
left side are the servers with simulation, communication and 
process management, and the consoles at right-side are 
operator positions to visualize navigation state, sensors output, 
tactical data link, etc. 

Figure 8. Test bench for scenario simulation and system 

validation 

The combination of sensor development equipment with 
complex scenarios and aircraft model provides the same 
airborne interface and data to allow extensive tests that 
minimize the risks of failures when SW is tested in flight. 

B. Visualization of output and analysis tools 

In a complex fusion system like the one described in this 
work, there are usually several heterogeneous sensors 
providing different kinds of information. This diversity of 
information may complicate the verification of the different 
tiers composing the fusion system, specially the ones related 
with the data input, as it is composed by several chains of 
interrelated processes to generate a single fused output. In 
order to properly analyze and debug the DFS, it has been 
necessary to use two different mechanisms in the management 
of this information. 

On the one hand, it is necessary a method for recording 
and playing all the information perceived from the real 
environment. The recording of mission scenarios allows a 
systematic re-use of the incoming information for a detailed 
analysis of each fusion algorithm in the same input conditions. 
This implies storing all the sensing data received in the DFS 
with its corresponding timestamp at receiving. The timestamp 
information along with the raw data is used later in a process 
that simulates the real environment, but in this case the data 
comes from a recording file instead of the real sensors. This 
kind of recording method provides the repeatability required 
to finely debug the result of each tier or algorithm with the 
same input conditions. Figure 10 shows the outline of the 
different data flows used in this verification process. In this 
case the DFS can be fed both with the information coming 
from the real environment (Real Input), and a simulated input 
(Sim Input) that reads the data from previous recordings. 

On the other hand, in the DFS verification process is 
needed a component for displaying the information on the 
screen computer. In this case, as the DFS output information is 
referred in WGS84 coordinates, the best option to check 
whether the system is running as expected is by displaying 
incoming information and fusion output together. This is 
achieved by projecting the geographical information onto a 
map representation. As can be seen in figure 10, the DFS input 
information apart from its recording through the Input Log 
module for later playing, it is connected to a different module 
that can achieve its map visualization in real-time. This 
module is represented in the figure as the Display Link, and is 
also able to store all the incoming drawing information for a 
posteriori analysis without having to perform the whole data 
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fusion process. The information displayed by this module is 
mainly related with the geographical shapes managed by the 
DFS, like Fix, LoB, AoP, and Polygon. Each shape has its 
own identifier (normally the track identifier) and can be 
represented with an arbitrary color, an identifying label like 
the track name, and finally metadata information. 

[ Real Input] 

, ' 
L _____________________________________ I 

Figure 9. Main incoming and outgoing data flows used for data 

fusion analysis/debugging 

Metadata is presented in a table when the identifying label 
is clicked, and can contain useful information to help in the 
DFS debugging processes, like signal parameters, output track 
components, last update time, and so on. This module is also 
connected to the DFS fusion output, which allows the 
overlapping of processed fusion output over the input 
information. This way is easier to detect when the fusion 
output is working as expected, and the track positions 
intersections are fme. A sample screenshot of this tool 
connected to the DFS process is shown in figure 11. In this 
case, there are different source tracks with LoB and AoP 
geometries, and a single fused track (in black). So this module 
can represent in real-time the internal state of the DFS process, 
as all the incoming and outgoing information is displayed over 
the map. Additionally other valuable information like the 
navigation data can be displayed in this module, so it is easy to 
see the aircraft position along its flight. 
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Figure 10. Example of the map projection used in the 

Visualization Link to display data fusion state in real-time. 

This Display Link is running as an external process to the 
DFS system so the drawing load does not interfere in the DFS 
performance, as it is completely decoupled from the 
processing core. The communication is achieved using 
network sockets that can be easily disabled when the DFS 
debugging processes are ready and the system is running in 
the aircraft. 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND VALIDATION 

The implemented system has been subject to intensive 
testing, validating functional and non-functional requirements. 
Functional requirement validation has been performed over 
different simulated scenarios for a total of several hours of 
flight. Each scenario features tens/hundreds of entities 
detected by a variable number of collaborating units, that must 
be fused or not based on particular features. The tested 
functionality include creation, deletion, modification, merging 
and splitting of fusion products (CESMO tracks, platforms). 
An example is shown in Fig. 1 1. 

Besides, computational performance has been evaluated in 
scenarios with several hundred entities, detected by up to 5 
collaborating units at 1Hz rate. This results in a very high 
message ratio that usually surpass the specification. The 
implementation is fast enough to integrate the incoming 
information in real time. 

So, Figure 12 shows an intermediate scenario with 40 entities 
in a densely populated area. Only one sensor reports entities as 
areas of probability, while the others provide bearing-only 
information. This introduces a high number of ambiguities 
that must be resolved by the DFS, increasing the 
computational load. The entities are marked by numbered 
labels in the center of the images. Lines of bearing emerge 
from the 4 collaborating units surrounding the cluster of 
targets. The DFS is capable of processing the 200 messages 
per second of this scenario with an average load below 25%. 

I. CONCLUSION 

This work presented a recently developed fusion system 
operating on-board with EW and ISR sensors, combined with 
the messages from collaborative entities and static databases. 
The key system-level and algorithmic aspects have been 
explained, and validated with available simulation and 
analysis tools developed for this environment. A set of tests 
were carried out to show that all elements work properly 
(signal parametric correlation analysis, position-related, 
kinematic-related and functional-related assocIatIOn 
algorithms work properly). This testing environment provided 
valuable conclusions and a good workbench to test the 
robustness of the involved algorithms. 
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Figure 11. Complex validation scenario: 12 source track of mixed sources are arranged in 4 CESMO tracks and 2 platforms 

Figure 12. Load test featuring 40 targets detected by 5 sensors. 
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